Sometimes in life, we need to stop in order to be refreshed. We need to have that break for us to be recharged. Our Mother Earth is no exemption to this. It seems that she also needs that break from all the hassle of life.

This year is the year that Mother Earth requires all of us to pause for a while. Pause from that busy day, pause from all that is keeping humans busy, and pause from all that brings hazard to our lovely planet.

These pandemic taught humans what really matter. As the pause button activated early this year, restoration started to begin. It is not only our Mother Earth that needs restoration. We humans need it too. The pandemic brought us fear, sickness, and death. It only proves that humans aren’t in control of everything. Cities were being shut down. People were all required to stay at home, the safest place on earth.

One positive thing brought by this pandemic is that we are being restored of health, humans felt the love of family as families all over the globe are being restored by this pandemic. I am not saying that this pandemic is good, I am just seeing a good thing out of a bad thing.

As our world shuts down for a while, we too need to pause and have that break in order for us to come back stronger. Shutting down is not a bad idea, sometimes it is necessary to restore what is needed to be restored.
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